
INES HEDHLY
Methods engineer and Industrial
maintenance (CAPM pending)

hedhly.ines@yahoo.fr

+21650829103

Bizerte, Tunisia

linkedin.com/in/hedhly-ines-713372124

2 years of experience were sacred to be ready for our professional meeting by developing the skills that correspond to your expectations as an
Industrial Maintenance Engineer as well as to the industrial environment. You will not miss our appointment!

WORK EXPERIENCE

Consulting engineer in methods and Industrial
maintenance
AIRBUS HELICOPTERS
01/2020 - Present, Paris le Bouget
optional subject :instrumentation and intelligent system

Manage the manufacturing machine obsolescence study project.

Manage the manufacturing machine reliability project.

Identify dysfunctions of production machines using the CMMS and
develop suitable technical solutions

Monitor and analyze key performance indicators (KPI) .

Update spare parts lists .

Set up preventive maintenance ranges and monitor corrective
interventions .

Steer continuous improvement actions .

Set up solutions to manage backups of HMI programs .

Create thermal qualification ranges .

Automation project manager intern
AIRBUS HELICOPTERS
05/2019 - 11/2019, Paris le Bourget

Create a new HMI standard for the control and command of Airbus
machines using TIA PORTAL software

Trainee
STELIA AEROSPACE
07/2018 - 08/2018, Tunisia

Develop a new list of consumables for the automatic riveting machine as
part of a visual management application.

Follow the application of LEAN MANAGEMENT within an aeronautical
company.

Trainee
STIR (Tunisian company of refining industries)
06/2017 - 07/2017, Tunisia

Observe the gas refining cycle .

Study the different control loops (level, temperature, flow, pressure).

Create a regulation loop.

EDUCATION

Engineering degree in instrumentation and industrial
maintenance
INSAT Tunisia
09/2014 - 10/2019, 

Baccalaureate
Pilot high school 10/15 / 1963
06/2014, Tunisia

SKILLS

Maintenance Methods CMMS FMECA

LEAN MANAGEMENT Quality Visual Basic

CATIA V5 SOLIDWORKS TIA PORTAL

STEP7 WINCC FLEXIBLE ISO 9001

ISO 50001 ISO 14001 Leadership

WBS structuring agile and predictive approach

Communication change management

risk management resource management

project governance acquired value

project monitoring collect requirements

planning Project Manager

CERTIFICATES

CSWA : certified solidworks associate (2018)

internal auditor iso 9001 2015 :Quality
management system (2017)

CAPM ® certification (in progress)

PMI Certified Member (2021 - Present)

PERSONAL PROJECTS

contribution to the study of the fused deposition
modeling (FDM) (2017)
design of a medical prosthesis using CATIA and 3D printing

Application of the iso5001 (2017)
application of the iso 5001(energy management standard)on a
french hospital

Realization of a walker robot (2017)
Participation in competition circus of Carthage

LANGUAGES

English

Frensh

Deutsch

HOBBIES

volleyball films Trips
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